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ABSTRACT: In this study, we investigated the mechanochemical
competitive solvate formation of polymorphic Form II of
theophylline in the presence of two solvate/hydrate-forming
miscible liquids, namely, water and 2-pyrrolidone. It is known
that theophylline transforms into a monohydrate in the presence of
water, while 2-pyrrolidone gives a monosolvate or a sesquisolvate,
depending on the experimental conditions. Different theophylline-
to-liquid molar ratios and several water:2-pyrrolidone mixtures
were used to understand the competitive formation and/or
transformation between these solvates. Interconversion studies
between hydrate/monosolvate/sesquisolvate forms were also
conducted. The obtained results suggest that water:2-pyrrolidone
mixtures have a detrimental effect on the formation of multicomponent phases, as they dramatically reduce the efficiency of
incorporation of both liquids in the crystal. In fact, all milling experiments performed in the presence of water:2-pyrrolidone mixtures
suggested that a higher stoichiometric ratio is needed to obtain a pure form of a specific solvate. Importantly, additional competitive
milling experiments revealed a preferential inclusion of 2-pyrrolidone over water. Based on several experimental datasets performed,
we conclude that the propensity of solvate formation in the presence of liquid mixtures is a consequence of a complex interplaying of
physicochemical and kinetic factors.

■ INTRODUCTION
Mechanochemistry is becoming an essential solid form
screening tool in the pharmaceutical industry.1,2 It is widely
known nowadays that the control of solid form can be achieved
using specific mechanochemical methods.3−5 Specifically to
multicomponent solids, mechanochemical methods have been
suitably adapted for obtaining the desired crystalline form and,
at the same time, improving process efficiency. In this context,
there have been several reports on competitive selection of
coformers for cocrystal formation.6−9 Compared to the
significant number of publications investigating the mecha-
nochemical formation of cocrystals, studies focusing on the
investigation of the selectivity of hosts for particular liquid
guests using mechanochemistry, are more limited.1,10−14

Host−guest assembly under competitive conditions is
particularly interesting because the association is expected to
be driven by the relatively weak non covalent interactions of
hydrogen bonding, aromatic stacking, or other dispersion
forces. Such screening can possibly be performed by using
different mechanochemical methods.
Solvates are multicomponent solids that are often discovered

serendipitously during screening for other solid forms, through
purification processes (e.g., by recrystallization) or simply by
storage (formation of hydrates). Importantly, there are

examples of molecules in the literature, such as sulfathiazole15

and axitinib,16 for which solvates are almost inevitable. In such
later cases, there is also a need for the development of suitable
experimental conditions for obtaining neat forms. The
traditional method would include desolvation rather than
crystallization; however, such an approach can possibly lead to
metastable polymorphs and further problems during process
development. Mechanochemical desolvation through polymer-
assisted grinding (POLAG) has been recently proposed as an
interesting alternative to classical desolvation by heating.17,18

Selectivity of a solid for a particular solvent cannot be easily
rationalized. Computational techniques have been employed
for a mechanistic understanding and to reduce experimental
work required for the discovery of new multicomponent solids.
In such studies, factors such as lattice energy, solubility,
interaction energy, molecular complementarity, shape and
topology of the drug and the solvent, hydrogen bond
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capability19,20 have been thoroughly investigated. These
surveys, however, have been conducted mainly in the context
of solution methods. Mechanochemical synthesis, on the other
hand, is known to result in different chemical reactivity,
different reaction pathways and different selectivity in terms of
outcome of the reaction when compared to solution
methods.21,22

In this study, a systematic exploration of the selectivity for
one solvent over another of the model drug theophylline
(theo) was performed through mechanochemistry. Addition-
ally, the study aimed to explore the possibility of obtaining the
neat form of theo when processed in the presence of a binary
liquid mixture, where both liquids form solvates when used
separately. For such purposes, two miscible solvents, namely
water (h2o) and 2-pyrrolidone (pyr) were selected since they
have been reported to form multicomponent solids with theo
both in solution and through mechanochemistry.1

Currently, five neat polymorphs of theo have been reported,
with polymorph II being the preferred commercial form.23−25

Form II (indexed as BAPLOT0126 in the Cambridge
Crystallographic Database (CSD)27) forms a layered structure
with strong hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions, with the
layer-to-layer packing sustained by weaker van der Waals
interactions.1

The monohydrate (theo:h2o-mh) has a monoclinic crystal
structure, although two space groups (P21 and P21/n) and six
different records have been reported in CSD.28−31 THE-
OPH01 is a monoclinic channel-type hydrate, which has been
shown to lose water, either at low humidity or at temperatures
above 80 °C.32,33 The dehydration process of theo:h2o-mh
proceeds in two steps, namely, the dehydration and
evaporation of the loosened crystal h2o.

34 Recently, Okeyo
and coauthors35 found a new metastable intermediate of
theo:h2o-mh, during a three-step dehydration process. In the
monohydrate form, theo molecules hydrogen bond to form
dimers, while h2o molecules form parallel channels which are
cross-linked to the dimers (Figure 1) by hydrogen bonding to

create layers. Literature showed that the interactions of h2o
with theo are weaker than homomeric interactions in neat
crystal form II.
Two recent solvates of theo with pyr, namely, a

monosolvate (theo:pyr-ms) and a sesquisolvate (theo:pyr-
ss), were reported by Hasa et al.1 and indexed in CCDC as
PICMOG and PICMIA, respectively. The asymmetric unit of
theo:pyr-ms contains one molecule of theo and one molecule
of pyr, forming strong hydrogen-bonded dimers together with
theo:theo stacks, which are then interlocked with each other
through the stacking of pyr molecules (Figure 1). The
asymmetric unit of the theo:pyr-ss structure consists of two
molecules of theo and three molecules of pyr, two of these pyr
molecules forming a homodimer, while interacting with theo
molecules via N−H···O hydrogen bonds (Figure 1). The third
pyr molecule forms a discrete centrosymmetric homodimer
without further hydrogen-bonding interactions.
The commercial Form II of theo was processed

mechanochemically in the presence of individual liquids (h2o
or pyr) and their mixtures. The role of different molar and
volume ratios between the liquids or between the liquid
mixture and solid theo was explored, while a series of other
experimental parameters such as the milling frequency and
number of milling media were kept fixed. To substantiate and
evaluate the results, other parallel analyses were carried out,
including measurements of grinding temperature, dissolution
tests in the liquids, and theo wettability from single and mixed
liquids. The datasets obtained from the mechanochemical
screening experiments were also compared with a series of
interconversion and slurry experiments. The final purpose was
to understand if there is a selectivity of one guest over another
among the two liquids used, and how such selectivity can be
related to the properties of the two solvents, single or mixed,
would affect the preferential formation of one specific
multicomponent form. Additionally, we aimed to explore the
experimental conditions for obtaining a neat solid in the
presence of mixtures of two solvate-forming liquids.

Figure 1. Crystal structures of three multicomponent forms of anhydrous theophylline (theo) (green) obtained in the presence of pyrrolidone
(pyr) (yellow) [theophylline monosolvate (theo:pyr-ms, top left) and theophylline sesquisolvate (theo:pyr-ss, bottom right)] and water (h2o)
(blue) [theophylline monohydrate (theo:h2o-mh), right].

Table 1. Overview of the Composition for Each Milling and Slurry Experiments Performed, with Indication of Water Activity
(aw) in Each Liquid Mixture

200 mg solid theo 300 mg solid theo

1:1solid:liquid molar ratio 1:2solid:liquid molar ratio 1:3solid:liquid molar ratio slurry bridging experiments

h2o pyr h2o pyr h2o pyr h2o pyr aw
a

20 μL 0 40 μL 0 60 μL 0 5 mL 1.0125
15 μL 21 μL 30 μL 42 μL 45 μL 63.3 μL 2.08 mL 2.92 mL 0.8579
13.4 μL 27.8 μL 26.8 μL 55.6 μL 40 μL 84.4 μL 1.63 mL 3.34 mL 0.8552
10 μL 42.2 μL 20 μL 84.4 μL 30 μL 126.6 μL 0.96 mL 4.04 mL 0.8274
6.6 μL 56.5 μL 12.2 μL 113 μL 20 μL 168.8 μL 0.52 mL 4.487 mL 0.6974
5 μL 63.3 μL 10 μL 126.6 μL 15 μL 189.9 μL 0.37 mL 4.63 mL 0.5858
0 84.4 μL 0 168.8 μL 0 253.2 μL 5 mL 0.0215

aCalculated as proposed by ref 33.
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Rietveld refinement of the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
pattern was used as quantitative phase analysis to determine
the relative amounts of each component in the mixtures of neat
theo, theo:h2o-mh, theo:pyr-ms, and theo:pyr-ss.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. Anhydrous theo Form II (≥99%) and pyr

(≥99.0%) were purchased from Sigma−Aldrich (Milan, Italy), and
used without further purification, while h2o was freshly distilled water.

2.2. Sample Preparation. 2.2.1. Mechanochemical Processing
Conditions. A Retsch Mill MM400 (Retsch, Germany) and two
stainless steel jars equipped with screw closure (internal volume of 14
mL) were used for milling experiments. The milling frequency and
time were kept fixed at 25 Hz and 60 min, respectively. The grinding
media consisted of two 7-mm stainless steel balls. For each
mechanochemical experiment, the amount of theo was kept fixed at
200 mg. Different volumes of the liquid phase were added directly to
the milling jars using Eppendorf Research Plus micropipettes
(Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany), as described in the following
paragraphs. To ensure reproducibility, each experiment was
performed in duplicate. The mechanochemical products were
characterized by PXRD (see section 2.3.1) within 6 h from their
preparation.

2.2.2. Composition of the Liquid Phase Added to the Milling
Experiments. The first series of experiments was developed by adding
to 200 mg of theo (approximately corresponding to 1.11 × 10−3 mol),
and an equimolar amount of liquid, either as pure h2o and pyr, or in
the form of the five different h2o:pyr mixtures reported in Table 1.
The transformation of the selected molar ratios into practical volumes
was performed by considering the density of the liquids at 25 °C.36
Subsequently, two other sets of experiments were performed at
theo:liquid molar ratios of 1:2 and 1:3, while the compositions of the
liquid mixtures were the same as in the first set of experiments (Table
1).
The activity of h2o (aw) in each liquid mixture was calculated from

the polynomial equation proposed by Zhu et al.33 for isopropanol:h2o
mixtures as follows:

= + +a x x x x0.0215 2.828 1.837 2.380 2.379w w
2

w
3

w
4

where xw is the mole fraction of h2o in the liquid mixture.
An additional series of milling experiments was carried out using

seven isovolumetric h2o:pyr mixtures while maintaining constant
(200 mg) the amount of solid theo (Table 2).

2.2.3. Slurry Bridging Experiments. As a comparison, seven slurry
experiments were performed with pure h2o, pure pyr, and the same
five h2o:pyr mixtures reported in Table 1. Specifically, 5 mL of each
suspension fluid and 300 mg of theo were transferred to a 10 mL glass
vial equipped with a screw cap and sealed with parafilm. The
suspensions were constantly stirred at room temperature (20 °C) for
7 days. Solid theo has been shown previously to be chemically stable
under similar conditions.37 Each suspension was prepared in

duplicate. After 7 days, the excess solid phases were recovered and
filtered by vacuum pump through a paper filter and analyzed by
PXRD (see section 2.3.1).

2.2.4. Hydrate/Solvate Mechanochemical Interconversion Ex-
periments. Preformed theo monohydrate (theo:h2o-mh), theo:pyr
monosolvate (theo:pyr-ms), and theo:pyr sesquisolvate (theo:pyr-
ss) were used as starting materials in a series of mechanochemical
interconversion experiments that are summarized in Table 3. For such

purposes, the starting materials were prepared mechanochemically
following the conditions reported in a previous study.1 The obtained
solid phases were characterized by PXRD. The starting materials were
stored at ambient temperature in a desiccator and assayed for physical
stability over a period of 3 months and before each mechanochemical
interconversion experiment.
The interconversion milling experiments were performed by using

200 mg of preformed theo solvate/hydrate forms in the presence of
individual liquids, as summarized in Table 3. The amount of liquid
added was calculated considering the theoretical moles of anhydrous
theo in 200 mg of solvate/hydrate inserted into the jar. Other milling
conditions such as milling time, frequency, and number and size of the
milling media were kept the same as in the experimental datasets
mentioned above, with the only exception being that, during the
interconversion experiments, the process was interrupted at 30 min
and an aliquot of the solid sample was used to follow the kinetics of
the process.
The same experiments were carried out also with preformed

hydrate or solvate forms in the presence of equimolar or
isovolumetric mixtures: the overviews of these trials are presented
in the Supporting Information (Tables S1 and S2).

2.3. Sample Characterization and Further Analyses.
2.3.1. Powder X- Ray Diffraction. For powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) measurements, a Bruker D2 Phaser diffractometer (Bruker,
Manheim, Germany) with a Cu Kα source (λ = 1.54 Å) was used.
The system works with a 300 W low-power X-ray generator (30 kV at
10 mA). The steel sample holder used has a capacity of 300 μL, while
cylindrical gearboxes in polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) were used for
reducing the capacity to ∼100 μL of solid. In some limited cases
(aliquot sampling at 30 min of grinding or in case of reduced recovery
of the ground samples), a silicone-coated “zero background” sample
holder was used. The conditions used for the measurement were as
follows: 2θ angles from 5° to 60°, 0.02° θ increment, time step = 0.6 s.
Rietveld refinement38 and quantitative phase analysis of the PXRD

patterns was performed in TOPAS Academic 6.39 The diffraction
profile was fitted assuming the presence of four crystalline phases in
the mixture: theo, theo:h2o-mh, theo:pyr-ms, and theo:pyr-ss. For
each phase, the peak shape parameters were modeled using a pseudo-
Voigt function with simple axial divergence model. The background
was modeled with a 6-term Chebyshev polynomial function. Scale
factors were independently refined for each phase, and their values

Table 2. Overview of the Liquid Composition in
Isovolumetric Water:2-Pyrrolidone (h2o:pyr) Mixtures for
the Milling, with Indication of Solid:Liquid Ratio and the
Respective Water Activity (aw)

200 mg solid theo

isovolumetric mixtures

solid:liquid molar ratio h2o pyr aw
1:3.1 50 μL 50 μL 0.8664
1:5.2 84.4 μL 84.4 μL 0.8659
1:6.2 100 μL 100 μL 0.8658
1:7.8 126.6 μL 126.6 μL 0.8667
1:8.7 140 μL 140 μL 0.8654
1:10.44 168.8 μL 168.8 μL 0.8682

Table 3. Overview of the Mechanochemical Interconversion
Experiments

added moles of individual
liquid

starting solid
(200 mg) h2o pyr aw

expected
outcome

theo:h2o-mh
(0.001 theo mol)

0.001 mol
(76.7 μL)

0.8275 theo:pyr-
ms

theo:h2o-mh
(0.001 theo mol)

0.0016 mol
(120 μL)

0.8978 theo:pyr-ss

theo:pyr-ms
(0.0008 theo
mol)

0.0008 mol
(13.6 μL)

0.8275 theo:h2o-
mh

theo:pyr-ss
(0.0007 theo
mol)

0.0007 mol
(11.7 μL)

0.7395 theo:h2o-
mh

theo:pyr-ms
(0.0008 theo
mol)

0.0005 mol
(34.4 μL)

0.0215 theo:pyr-ss
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were used to determine the weight fraction of each mixture
component.
Since each experiment has been repeated twice, the weight fraction

of each mixture component was calculated for each experiment, and
the mean of two replicates was calculated. Then, the averaged weight
composition of two replicates was presented in the form of a pie chart
with four different colors for four solid phases: anhydrous theo,
theo:h2o-mh, theo:pyr-ms, and theo:pyr-ss (as explained in the
cartoon presented in Figure 2).

2.3.2. In Situ Measurement of Sample Temperature during
Milling. The temperature inside the jar during the milling process was
continuously monitored by using the ThermoJar system (InSolido
Technologies j.d.o.o., Zagreb, Croatia), previously employed in the
work reported by Zanolla et al.40 The system is composed of a

PMMA jar equipped with an RTD (Pt-100) thermal sensor, a wireless
infrared emitter with a dedicated logging system, and software to
collect, analyze, and graphic the data (LogOS). Another PMMA jar is
used for balancing the weight in the milling system. The temperature
measurements are conducted in the inner part of the jar, giving a
description of temperature progress during milling over time. In this
case, the measurements were performed every second for 60 min of
grinding at 25 Hz. Using such conditions, it was possible to monitor
the temperature increase during milling of 200 mg of pure theo in
neat conditions, or in the presence of 20 μL or 84.4 μL of h2o, while
milling experiments with pyr could not be monitored since this liquid
would damage the temperature sensor in the Thermojar system. For
each experiment, four replicates were performed, and the results are
reported as mean and standard deviation in the Supporting
Information. The temperature differences in each experiment were
analyzed statistically using the analysis of variance (ANOVA).

2.3.3. Drug Dissolution Test in the Two Solvents. Dissolution
experiments were performed using 1 mg of theo as a solid and 50 mL
of either h2o or pyr as a dissolving medium, which was heated (by
immersion in a water bath) with an analogous ramp to the
temperature increase found during grinding. Like the milling time,
the dissolution tests also lasted 60 min. The quantitative
determination of dissolved theo was conducted every 6 s for 60
min via a spectrophotometer (Biochrom Libra S12, Biochrom, U.K.,
with the help of the Biochrom Data Capture software) at λ= 271 nm
in h2o

41 and λ= 274 nm in pyr, after suitable calibration. No solvent
mixtures were used for dissolution experiments due to the difficulty in
determining the concentration of theo in liquid mixtures. The volume
withdrawn for the analysis was continuously reintroduced in the
dissolution vessel to maintain a constant dissolution volume. The
length of the plastic tube connected to the peristaltic pump was
reduced to a minimum to avoid temperature diminution. The
dissolution tests, carried out under an extractor hood, were repeated
at least four times. To check statistically significant differences
between the dissolution profiles conducted in h2o and pyr, a
Similarity Factor (f2) has been used.42 With respect to the original
FDA method, in the present study a smaller volume of the dissolution
medium (50 mL) was used; profiles obtained using h2o and pyr as
dissolution media were compared in 10 time points (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
10, 30, and 60 min). Concentration values above 85% were not

Figure 2. Cartoon explaining the meaning of the pie chart: each
PXRD pattern was subjected to quantitative Rietveld refinement
showing percentages of mixture components by mass: anhydrous
theophylline (theo) (yellow), theophylline monohydrate (theo:h2o-
mh) (blue), theophylline monosolvate (theo:pyr-ms) (green), and
theophylline sesquisolvate (theo:pyr-ss) (dark green). Each pattern
was fitted assuming the presence of four crystalline phases in the
mixture. Each pie chart represents the average composition of two
replicates.

Figure 3. Solid phase recovered at the end of the grinding and slurry experiments based on anhydrous theophylline (theo) in the presence of
individual solvents or water:2-pyrrolidone (h2o:pyr) mixtures based on Rietveld refinement and quantitative phase analysis of the PXRD patterns.
Column “0.81:0.19” corresponds to isovolumetric h2o:pyr mixtures. Each solid phase corresponds to a different color in the pie chart: yellow
represents the amount of anhydrous theophylline (theo), blue, green, and dark green are the amounts of the theophylline monohydrate (theo:h2o-
mh), theophylline monosolvate (theo:pyr-ms), and theophylline sesquisolvate (theo:pyr-ss), respectively.
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considered in the comparison. Dissolution profiles were considered
significantly different when f2 < 50.

2.3.4. Contact Angle. Tablets containing 250 mg of anhydrous
theo were produced using a manual hydraulic press (Perkin-Elmer,
Inc., USA) at a pressure of 1 ton per 1 min. The Drop Shape Analyzer
30E equipment (KRÜSS Scientific Drop, Inc., Germany) with Drop
Shape Analysis recording software, was used for the analysis of the
contact angle, an indication of the surface tension between solid theo
and the wetting liquid. Wettability measurements were carried out
using five liquid mixtures with the same composition as those
reported in Table 1. Each analysis was performed in triplicate, and the
contact angle was measured at both ends of the liquid drop. The
differences between the averaged contact angles obtained with each
liquid were statistically compared by using ANOVA.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the outcome of each experiment is presented in
the form of a pie chart corresponding to the average
composition of two replicates. The quantification (in terms
of weight fractions) of different solid phases was performed
through Rietveld refinement, and each solid phase was
represented with a color in the pie chart (see cartoon in
Figure 2). The summary of the results of grinding and slurry
experiments is reported in Figure 3, while the original patterns
are reported in the Supporting Information (Figures S1−S5)
and Rietveld quantification of each sample is listed in Table S3
in the Supporting Information.
From the quantitative results reported in Figure 3, several

nonobvious results can be noticed. For example, in the case of
milling experiments performed with different h2o:pyr mixtures,
the composition of the solid phase at the end of the milling
experiment is not proportional to the starting molar ratio of the
h2o:pyr mixture. In other words, the resulting solid does not
contain a stoichiometric mixture of theo:h2o-mh and

theo:pyr-ms as a function of the liquid content. Such
observation is evident by following the theo:h2o-mh content
as aw decreases: although only 0.25 mol of h2o are required for
the formation of theo:h2o-mh, the hydrate is not present in
any of the solid products prepared in the presence of liquid
mixtures with aw< 0.85.
A similar trend is also visible when the liquid amount over

the solid increases (Figure 3): when the h2o:pyr molar ratio is
lower than 0.75:0.25, theo:h2o-mh is no longer obtained.
Interestingly, the presence of pristine theo after 60 min of
milling is also non-negligible at higher amounts of liquid,
especially when aw > 0.80. Another observation is that the
higher stoichiometry theo:pyr-ss appears only after all
anhydrous theo has been previously converted in theo:pyr-
ms, as observed by Hasa et al.1 The results reported in Figure 3
suggest that, in the case of liquid mixtures, an amount of liquid
higher than its stoichiometry is needed to obtain a specific
multicomponent phase. Such an observation can be related to
the strong association between h2o and pyr molecules in the
liquid mixtures. Indeed, it is known from literature that pyr
molecules develop energetically favorable heterocomplexes
with h2o.

43 The interaction between these two molecules is
clearly favored through the formation of hydrogen bonds,
which can result in complex fluid structures. In water-
dominated h2o:pyr mixtures, the presence of h2o molecules
exerts a strong effect on the structure of fluids, decreasing the
population of pyr dimers to an efficient development of liquid
heterostructures.43 Such a strong interaction between the two
liquids can lead to a significant modification of the amounts
necessary for producing pure solvates. A direct consequence of
the liquid interaction is that the stability of the phases can be
completely different and cannot be explained simply by
considering their activity in the mixture.

Figure 4. Solid-phase composition (weight fractions) recovered at the end of the interconversion studies starting from preformed theophylline
monohydrate (theo:h2o-mh), theophylline monosolvate (theo:pyr-ms) and theophylline sesquisolvate (theo:pyr-ss) phases in the presence of
individual liquids or water:2-pyrrolidone (h2o:pyr) mixtures. Each solid phase corresponds to a different color in the pie chart: yellow represents
the amount of anhydrous theophylline (theo), blue, green and dark green colors indicate the amounts of the theo:h2o-mh, theo:pyr-ms, and
theo:pyr-ss, respectively.
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A series of slurry experiments using the same molar ratios
between h2o and pyr were performed for comparison (Table
1). The results, summarized in Figure 3, in the row labeled
“slurry” (original PXRD patterns are depicted in Figure S4 in
the Supporting Information), suggest that theo:h2o-mh is
more difficult to obtain as a pure phase, even after 7 days of
slurry. It is also remarkable that the addition of only 0.25 mol
of pyr creates more favorable conditions for the stabilization of
anhydrous theo. In fact, after 7 days of slurry, the amount of
anhydrous theo increases from 50% with pure water to 66%
when a 0.75:0.25 mol h2o:pyr mixture is used. On the other
hand, pure theo:pyr-ss is obtained at aw < 0.70.
In the aforementioned milling experiments, the volume of

h2o added is always lower than that of pyr, because of the
different densities of the two liquids (see solvent parameters
reported in the Supporting Information (Table S4). In order to
see if this could affect the outcome of the mechanochemical
reaction, another series of milling experiments were performed
using isovolumetric h2o:pyr mixtures (see Table 2). The
composition of the solid product obtained after 60 min of
milling is always reported in Figure 3, third column (0.81:0.19
h2o:pyr molar ratio), while the experimental PXRD pattern are
reported in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information. In such
series, the value of aw is constant (0.87), given the
isovolumetric proportion of the two solvents. The results
reported in Figure 3 confirm the fact that the two liquids, when
used in a mixture, show a lower propensity to form a hydrated
crystal/solvated crystal and a higher amount of liquid mixture
then is needed to form a multicomponent phase. In the specific
case, the number of moles necessary for obtaining a pure
solvated phase is almost double compared to the amount of
pure liquid necessary for producing a phase pure solvate. For
example, the number of moles needed for getting theo
monohydrate or monosolvate is at least double that of the pure
liquids. As a result, anhydrous theo is the most frequent solid
phase obtained from this dataset, while the highest
stoichiometric solvate, i.e., −theo:pyr-ss− did not form, even
at the 1:10.44 solid:liquid molar ratio.
Interconversion milling experiments (see Table 3 for sample

composition and Figure 4 for results) were performed using
preformed theo:h2o-mh, theo:pyr-ms, or theo:pyr-ss in the
presence of individual liquid or liquid mixtures. Interestingly,
preformed theo:h2o-mh converted to theo:pyr-ms in the
presence of liquid pyr, while the opposite (transformation of
theo:pyr-ms into theo:pyr-mh in the presence of liquid h2o)
did not occur (Figure 4). As expected, the addition of pyr to
preformed theo:pyr-ms allowed the solvate stoichiometry to
increase, passing to theo:pyr-ss, and confirming the results of
the previous work.1 On the other hand, milling preformed
theo:pyr-ss in the presence of liquid h2o leads to a reduction
of stoichiometry, giving theo:pyr-ms.
These results strongly suggest a higher likelihood of theo to

form pyr solvates than a hydrate. Additionally, the
interconversion experiments confirmed a high interaction
between h2o and pyr, since processing theo:pyr-ss in the
presence of h2o leads to the solid losing pyr molecules, thus
forming a solvate with a lower stoichiometry.
Analogous mechanochemical experiments were performed

with theo:h2o-mh or theo:pyr-ms or theo:pyr-ss in the
presence of equimolar and isovolumetric liquid mixtures (also
reported in Figure 4). When mixtures are added to the
preformed solids, displacement of h2o from theo:pyr-ms
occurs through the formation of anhydrous theo as an

intermediate. Interestingly, although we did not perform in
situ milling experiments, the ex situ studies (the last two
columns in Figure 4) suggested that when a preformed solvate
or hydrate is processed in the presence of a liquid mixture, a
significantly higher amount of “free” liquid is necessary to
displace the crystallized solvent. Importantly, the interconver-
sion experiments performed by using isovolumetric liquid
mixtures suggest that crystallized h2o can be displaced and
replaced with pyr, while the opposite phenomenon was not
possible under the experimental conditions used.
In the second part of the research, the mechanochemical

results were assessed by considering some physicochemical
characteristics of the two solvate-forming liquids used. A
summary of such parameters is reported in Table S4 in the ESI.
A series of physicochemical characteristics of the two liquids
including the density, boiling point and the equilibrium
solubility of theo in the specific liquid were obtained from
the literature,36,44 while other parameters such as wettability
and dissolution rate of theo in the selected liquids were
obtained experimentally.
Pure pyr has a higher density (1.12 g/cm3) compared to that

of h2o, which explains the predominance of pyr volume in
liquid mixtures. Such a difference could explain the higher
propensity of theo to give pyr solvates. However, milling
experiments performed by using isovolumetric mixtures (i.e., in
the presence of a significantly higher amount of h2o) did not
drastically change the tendency of obtaining pyr solvate as a
predominant phase.
Liquid volatility and the temperature increase during

mechanochemical experiments were also considered as factors
influencing the outcome of the mechanochemical experiments
performed in this study. Our hypothesis was that, during a
mechanochemical exchange experiment, the solvent that
evaporates more rapidly should show a lower propensity to
form a solvated solid. In-situ monitoring of the temperature
within the milling jar, however, indicated that the milling
temperature reached, using current operating conditions when
theo is processed under neat conditions or in the presence of
h2o, did not exceed 35 °C (Figure S6). Therefore, the
temperature reached over 60 min of milling was well below the
evaporation value of both liquids and thus cannot be a key
parameter for the preferential formation of pyr solvate.
The two liquids selected in this study differ also in their

melting points. According to the study of Cruz-Cabeza et al.,45

who have investigated the effect of entropy cost on the solvate
formation by solution methods, the lower the melting point of
the solvent, the higher the entropy cost would be for solvate
formation. Additionally, in that study, the authors reported that
increasing the operating temperature can increase the entropy
cost. It means that stabilizing a liquid ingredient inside a solid
would be easier for a solvent that melts at higher temperature
than the operating temperature. Based on this hypothesis, the
formation of pyr solvates is favored compared to theo:pyr-h2o
since pure pyr has a melting point at 25 °C (see Table S4).
However, to critically contemplate the mechanochemical
results observed in this study, it is needed to appropriately
consider the mixing energies of the two liquids to estimate the
change in the Gibbs energy from individual solvents to their
mixtures, thus giving a better understanding of whether the
formation of a solid phase is favored or not.
We tried to find a relation between the dissolution or

solubility in the selected liquids and their mixtures and the
preferential solvate formation by mechanochemistry but to no
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avail. In particular, variable-temperature dissolution tests (the
temperature during the test was dynamically varied from 22 to
35 °C to mimic the range observed during milling experi-
ments) were performed. Each dissolution test lasted 60 min,
and sink conditions were chosen to avoid precipitation of
solvated/hydrated forms at concentrations above saturation.
The results reported in Figure S7 in the Supporting
Information indicate a significantly different theo dissolution
profile in h2o compared to pry. Indeed, theo dissolves faster in
h2o than in pyr (after in 60 min 81% dissolved drug in h2o
against 63% in pyr). The dissolution profiles were also
statistically compared by means of the similarity factor, f2, (see
the Supporting Information) and the results confirmed that
theo dissolution kinetics in the two liquids are statistically
different. Such results therefore attest that the mechanochem-
ical preferential pyr solvate formation, compared to the
hydrate, cannot be linked to better solubilization kinetics in
such liquids.
An additional possibility, given the low amount of liquid

compared to the solid in the reaction mixture, is to consider
the surface interfacial forces, and therefore to consider wetting
capabilities of the two liquids toward solid theo. Despite the
different superficial tensions of the two liquids,46 the contact
angle measurements (reported in Figure 5) showed an

excellent theo wettability by both individual solvents and
their mixtures. Indeed, even if the h2o surface tension is
decreased in mixture with pyr, the difference between the
averaged wetting capability of all liquids is not big enough to
be statistically significant (p > 0.05) and there is no significant
difference between the means of any pair. Therefore, the
wetting capability has certainly contributed to speed up the
mechanochemical process, but it is not a discriminating factor
for the formation of pyr solvate rather than hydrate.
Finally, the reason for the propensity for the formation of

theo solvates was also studied in light of the stability of
theophylline forms. This behavior cannot be attributed to the
physical stability of the monosolvate as compared to the
monohydrate, since the latter has proved to be far superior
from our experimental evidence (see Figures S8−S10 in the
Supporting Information).

■ CONCLUSIONS
Although the number of studies addressing the competitive
effect of binary liquid mixtures on the formation of solvates/
hydrates is extremely low, the experimental evidence of this

research thus cannot be compared with previous studies; some
interesting conclusions can be drawn. Once again, the
mechanochemical process is established as an efficient
screening methodology for solid forms, as well as for solvates
and hydrates. Importantly, there is a strong “competitive effect”
of miscible liquids when used in combination in mechano-
chemical reactions. This effect is likely related to the
remarkable existing interactions between the two miscible
liquids, which can be favored, with respect to the interactions
of singular liquids with the solid. In fact, in the case of liquid
mixtures, to obtain a specific phase pure solvate, more liquid
than the pure solid-to-solvent stoichiometric ratio is required.
As a confirmation of h2o:pyr interactions in mixture, in
interconversion studies upon grinding, there was no direct
conversion from the hydrate to the solvate but an intermediate
step where theo is in an anhydrous form. A greater propensity
of theo to form pyr solvates than to form a hydrate has
emerged. Once again, interconversion grinding experiments
confirmed that the solvated forms prevail over the hydrate, as
the preformed hydrate converts in the presence of pyr into
monosolvate, while the opposite did not occur. Since the
singular responsibility for a series of physicochemical proper-
ties of the two liquids (e.g., interfacial tension, boiling
temperature, dissolution rate of theophylline in solvents,
water activity, density and viscosity) has been excluded, the
preferential solvate formation likely to be affected from an
interplay of several factors. Further analysis and studies will be
necessary (also considering mixing interactions) to describe
and more comprehensively understand the process of the
formation of solvates and hydrates in the presence of miscible
liquid additives.
Screening experiments where the replacement of a given

solvate molecule can be deliberately stimulated are potentially
relevant to many areas, including pharmaceutical, where several
steps of the manufacturing stages involve the use of water and/
or other safe solvents. Competitive solvate experiments can be
important for processing molecules that form isostructural
solvates such as the case of droperidol.10 We also believe that
such types of solid-state experiments can be useful for
producing innovative inclusion complexes and/or for under-
standing their stability in the presence of competitor
molecules. Indeed, with the guidelines for the construction
of inclusion compounds already established, mechanochemis-
try becomes particularly appealing,47 and competitive experi-
ments an important tool to understand their solid-state
features. In this context, it is also important to highlight that,
due to the development of electron diffraction methods,48 it is
nowadays possible to obtain structural characterization of
pristine solids directly after mechanochemical processing.49
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